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SUMMARY
On October 24, 1979 Grumman and Goldsworthy Engineering Incorp-
orated presented the results of their combined.Phase I & II composite
beam cap fabricator pultrusion process development efforts. The sum
and substance of the effort included the following:
o Pultrusion is a workable, though difficult, process for thermo-
set and thermoplastic graphite composite closed caps
o Continuois material shaping preparatory to entering the pultru-
sion die is still to be demonstrated.
nTSrl :;ETON
Two final report presentations were made at NASA-MSFC on October
24 9 1979. The first, in the morning, consisted of a complete review
of all of the effort conducted toward demonstrating that the pultrusion
process was a viable approach to producing a composite beam cap fabri-
cator which would fit within the present aluminum cap forming portion
of the aluminum beam builder. The second, in the early afternoon, was
an _,xecutive summary of the first.
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±	 Composite Beam Cap Fabricator Executive Summary
Enclosure (1) is a reprint of the material viewed and discussed
a:: the final review executive summary. It follows the following for-
mat in abbreviated form. At this meeting the comments were made that
we would be ready to proceed with the detail design, fabrication and
test of a composite beam cap fabricator and ribbon forming machine
following a demonstration of the continuous material shaping section
of the concept drawing shown on page 15.
Composite Beam Cap Fabricator Review
Enclosure (2) is a reprint of the material which was viewed during
the final review presentation. The following reminders are given to
those who were present at the meeting and to serve as a notes to others
reviewing this material:
• Introduction and programmatic remarks - pages 1-6
• Process development phase I and II tasks - pages 7-8
• Closed cap thermoset effort - pages 9-14
• Closed cap thermoplastic effort - pages 15-27
• Material and cap properties - pages 28-30
• Ribbon and cap fabricator con 4^igurations - pages 31-48
• Summary including 2 bay therms-et beam - pages 49-51
CONCLUSION
While the above demonstrated major portions of the pultrusion
process technology associated wi l-) various machine sections of a
closed composite beam cap fabricator some unanswered questions remained,
i.e..
o Can the thermoplastic ribbon stock be shaped prior to entering
the pultrusion die in the machine length shown?
o When might three (3) 11 ft. and one (1) 6 ft closed thermo-
plastic beam caps be produced?
RECOMMENDATION
NASA-MSFC review the material presented as our final report for
this contracted effort and advise us as to what their conclusion and
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